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process seamless and successful, while constantly keeping costs in check.

TITUS BUILT
Jeffrey A. Titus
titusbuilt.com
Titus Built, LLC was established in 1995 by Jeffrey A. Titus, 
General Manager. As one of the leading home renovations and 
remodeling companies in Fairfield County, Titus Built provides 

a unique customer experience by delivering the convenience of truly integrated, 
step-by-step architectural design and building services. Located at 9D Brookside 
Place in West Redding, Titus and his proven, systematic and efficient process sim-
plifies custom building and whole home renovations projects, including bathroom 
and kitchen remodeling. Their in-house Artisan Cabinetry and Millwork Shop 
create the custom designed details that make your home one-of-a-kind.
Jeffrey A. Titus is honored to be included as a Big50 Business Savvy Recipients by 
Remodeling Magazine and has been recognized by Qualified Remodeler Magazine 
as one of the Top 500 Remodelers for 7 years. Over 17 years, Titus Built has 
earned a reputation for the highest standards in custom building and remodeling 
in Fairfield County with award-winning designs and an unmatched design-build 
process. Titus regularly attends national, state and local seminars for continuing 
education. A wide variety of material has been published about Titus Built and 
their projects in local and national publications.

INTERIOR DESIGN

CONNIE COOPER DESIGNS
Connie Cooper
conniecooperdesigns.com
Connie Cooper Designs (Allied ASID) is a full service 
interior design firm that specializes in creating client centered 

residential work. With an imaginative eye Connie Cooper guides her clients in 
expressing their personal taste rather than imposing a signature style.
Cooper studied Interior Design at Michigan State University before earning a 
BFA in Textile Design from Rhode Island School of Design. Earlier in her career 
she designed floor covering, textiles and wall covering for a variety of manufac-
turers. Later Connie designed high-end hand screen wallpaper books under her 
own name.
A color expert formerly active in The Color Marketing Group she advised manu-
facturers on trends in color and design. This experience has helps in creating 
unique and interested designs. Connie moved to Hong Kong and Singapore and 
traveled extensively collecting Asian arts and Antiques which help to nurture her 
eclectic approach and broad perspective to interior design.

HOUSE OF CLEMENT
Gilles Clement
hocparis.com
House Of Clement is a High-end Interior Design Firm and a 
European Furniture Boutique located at 181 Main street in 
Westport, CT and with a European location at 101 Avenue des 

Champs Elysees, Immeuble Louis Vuitton, etage 5, in Paris, France. It was founded in 
December 2010 by Award winning Interior Designer Gilles Clement in Partnership 
with Business and Real estate financier Michael Fazio. The Firm is ran by Power In-
terior Design couple, Gilles and Aida Clement in conjonction With Mr. Fazio’s wife, 
Irene. These two couples have established a new concept in the Connecticut Design 
industry with their incredibly chic and original Store, which features Gilles Clement’s 
Design Services on a one on one basis with a pre-selected menu of incredibly original 
and sophisticated furniture pieces designed by Gilles or distributed from over 400 of 
the National and International vendors that the firm carries. Gilles defines his style as 
essentially transitional with infusion of Hollywood Glamour and Parisian Art Deco. 
His motivation is to transform houses into sanctuaries. Ultimately, one’s home is the 
most important component of one’s material life, and it should represent who you are 
but also give you satisfaction and pride. The House of Clement philosophy is to offer 
to their clientele a total Design concept - or as some Clients sometimes joke: a one 
place shopping for their home - ranging from Architectural plans to Kitchen and Bath 

erative relationship with the client. Each project is designed to enhance the lives 
of the occupants by developing practical, dynamic, and creative solutions. SMA is 
a full service enterprise dedicated to design excellence specializing in Architecture, 
Planning, Interior Design, and Construction. There is a sincere commitment to 
work creatively and administratively with maximum efficiency on each project. 
   From estates to cottages each project begins with a dialogue between Steven 
Mueller and the client. A design concept, created in response to the client’s ideas 
and desires, establishes architectural imagery, style and space. This informed pro-
cess ultimately results in a residence of distinction. Visit SMA’s award winning 
web site to see architectural projects ranging from new construction to work in 
progress.

STUDIO DUMITRU ARCHITECTS
George Dumitru
studiodumitru.com
Established in 1999, Studio Dumitru Architects considers 
quality the most important aspect of creation. “If we do some-
thing, we make it exquisite,” says principal, George Dumitru. 

”The essence of their work is a focus on quality, character and details. With no 
preference for traditional or modern design, the 24-year architectural veteran em-
phasizes purity of style when he designs for each client. 
Driven by an unflagging desire to create homes of exquisite quality, Studio Dumi-
tru Architects searches for the “soul” of each and every home they design. “Much 
of this comes from the clients themselves”, says Dumitru. “We focus on the peo-
ple and their nests.” This ongoing mission is apparent in each and every project. 
George feels strongly about sticking with the language of a particular style. Born 
and raised in Europe, he credits his childhood surroundings for influencing him.

HOME BUILDERS

PATRICIA M. MILLER RESIDENTIAL DESIGN
Patricia Miller
pmarch.com
Pat Miller has created beautiful homes and living spaces in Fair-
field County since 1980. Whether new construction, renova-
tions or interior space planning, her approach to design is to 

create something special and exciting for each client. In every style home, from 
traditional to shingle style to contemporary and more, attention to detail and 
quality of materials is of the utmost importance. Offering a personal touch from 
designing to overseeing makes sure that every job, every client is special.
The firm specializes in dealing with local regulatory boards and making presenta-
tions before zoning and conservations boards. All projects utilize the services of 
licensed engineering professionals, established designers and skilled, proven, and 
reliable local contractors - with all decisions the result of a consensus between the 
client and designer.
Pat’s design skills are matched by her sensitivity to the client’s needs and require-
ments, which have helped established her as one of the most accomplished and 
sought after local designers.  Her many renovations over the years reflect how 
small simple houses can be transformed into warm, gracious, and inviting homes.  
Perhaps the greatest sign of her success is the recognition of what her clients iden-
tify as a “Pat Miller House,” a home that combines function and design with that 
elusive quality that is so rare in many of today’s homes- charm. The final result 
being the pleasure of walking into one’s own home and saying, Wow!

TIEFENTHALER BUILDERS
Ross Teifenthaler
tiefenthaler.com
Tiejenthaler Builders prides itself in delivering the highest quality craftsmanship, 
superior customer experiences and lasting value to homeowners.  Our mission 
with every project is to serve the needs and exceed the expectations of both the 
client and the architect or designer.
At Tiefenthaler, we precisely interpret and build to your plans, in a timely and 
openly communicative dialogue.  By managing every detail and staying intently fo-
cused on your timeline, we have a strong reputation for making the entire building 
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CHARTREUSE
What is your color choice and tell us a 
little about your storyboard?
My color choice is “Chartreuse” or more commonly referred to as 
‘Citrus’. It is a great accent color, full of life and energy, a perfect 
complement to neutral grey’s and ivory’s. I sincerely believe that it 
is a lot easier to create neutral palette rather than colorful ones, 
and therefore, when one takes a risk, the result pays a lot more! 
My story board reflects items that I use very often in my designs, 
as illustrated by the attached photo of one my last room, a Family 
Room in Westport CT. My client trusted me in creating a vibrant, 
energetic and inspiring colorful room, that will transcend expecta-
tions with taste and sophistication

What inspired you to become a designer?
The importance of one’s home has always been empha-

sized in my education, being raised by artists, and since our 
home is the place in which we all spend the most part of 

our quality time with our loved ones, I consider one’s home 
a sanctuary. It always inspired me to create spaces that 

reflect my client’s identities through my style’s sensibilities. 
Our time on this earth is quite short and I take great pride in 
creating environments that reflect beauty with great style, a 
touch of funky and a constant quest to push the boundaries 

to reach the exceptional!

Name an iconic designers that you 
admire whether it be a fashion 
designer or interior designer?
David Hicks is without a doubt the most influential interior 
designer of the 20th century and therefore my respect for 
him is infinite and my style is dedicated to pay him homage. 
But I love to think of interior design as haute couture fashion 
for your home, therefore I have to cite fashion influences 
such as Courreges, Tom Ford and Alexander Mc Queen!
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Name three things most people 
don’t know about you?

I would not have succeeded without my wife’s , Aida, 
constant hard work and support at work and at home and 

her unconditional trust in my talent.
I worked as a music producer for 15 years
I am the hardest judge on my own work.
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